NOTE VERBALE

The Embassy of the Republic of Turkey in Berlin presents its compliments to the Federal Foreign Office and has the honour to inform the Esteemed Office about a new implementation of the Ministry of Trade of the Republic of Turkey.

-Turkey will conduct a new implementation under the existing MEDOS system which the movement certificates and origin documents are to be issued by the Turkish authorities in electronic way.

-By the new implementation which will be valid as of 8th of April, 2020 the certificates of origin and Form A documents will be endorsed only electronically by the chambers of commerce/industry and the unions through MEDOS. There will be no wet-ink signatures or stamps on these documents. Each electronically issued and endorsed certificate will bear a unique and unreproducible QR/verification code so that the accuracy and authenticity of the documents could be easily verified by the importing authority.

The Embassy would highly appreciate the assistance of the Federal Foreign Office in informing the related bodies/institutions about this implementation.

The Embassy of the Republic of Turkey in Berlin avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Federal Foreign Office the assurances of its highest consideration.

Berlin, 10 April 2020
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